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Variable speed controllers for asynchronous motors
Altivar 58

Presentation

Applications

A frequency inverter for 3-phase asynchronous squirrel cage motors, the Altivar 58 incorporates the latest technological
developments and functions to meet the requirements of most applications, in particular :
- ventilation/air conditioning
- pumps and compressors
- horizontal and vertical materials handling
- packing/packaging
- specialised machines

Its range of options enable it to be adapted to complex, sophisticated machines.

Functions

Its main functions are :
- starting/stopping, dynamic braking and braking to standstill and speed control
- energy saving, PI regulator (flow rate, pressure, etc)
- brake sequence
- speed control loop with tachogenerator or pulse generator
- +/- speed, S ramps, preset speeds, step by step operation (JOG)
- automatic catching a spinning load with speed search (flying restart)
- automatic limiting of operating time at low speed, protection of motor and speed controller, etc

Standard versions

The Altivar 58 is available in three standard versions for incorporation in machines.

Standard speed controller with heatsink (item      )

For normal environments and ventilated enclosures.

Speed controller on base plate (items      and      )

This standard version is designed for applications where the degree of dust and damp-proof protection required by the
environment prohibits ventilation.

The speed controller can be mounted in the following ways :
- in a dust and damp-proof enclosure using the heatsink kit sold separately to dissipate the heat to the atmosphere (item
     )
- in the machine chassis if the chassis frame can absorb sufficient heat (item     )

In both cases there is no requirement for special cut-out, only the speed controller fixing holes.

Ready-assembled speed controller  (item     )

This ready-to-use IP 55 enclosure is equipped with a speed controller on a base plate using an external heatsink, a circuit
breaker to provide type 2 protection and coordination, and a downstream contactor.

This enclosure can be installed next to the motor.

Alternative mounting

Depending on the conditions of use of the speed controller, see pages 61047/2 to 60147/5.
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pages 60131/7 to 60131/9
Operation :
pages 60131/10 and 60131/11
Dimensions, schemes :
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pages 60133/2 to 60133/21
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Variable speed controllers for asynchronous motors
Altivar 58

Presentation (continued)

Fast programming using macro-configurations

The Altivar 58 offers simple, fast programming using macro-configurations which correspond to various applications :
materials handling, general use, variable torque.
Each of these configurations is fully adjustable.

Dialogue functions

The Altivar 58 has an RS 485 multidrop serial link with simplified Modbus protocol as part of the standard product. The
serial link is used to connect PLCs, a PC or one of the programming tools :

3 advanced dialogue solutions, with multilingual plain text display and storing of configurations :

i Operator terminal , on the speed controller or enclosure door (item      ) :
- 5 languages : English, French, German, Spanish, Italian
- Remote loading of configuration
- Storage of 4 configuration files
- Signalling
- Adjustment, control and configuration

i Programming terminal  (item      ) :
- 5 languages : English, French, German, Spanish, Italian
- Remote loading of configuration
- Storage of 8 configuration files
- Adjustment, control and configuration
- Standalone programming without the speed controller
- Transfer of configuration from PC to speed controller

i PC interconnection add-on (item      ) :
- 5 languages : English, French, German, Spanish, Italian
- Remote loading of configuration on speed controller or programming terminal
- Adjustment, control and configuration
- Preparation and configuration without speed controller
- Assisted and standalone programming
- Storage on diskette or hard disk

Customising the application

It is possible to extend the functions by adding an extension card or communication bus (item       ).

i I/O extension cards  :
- I/O and speed loop with analogue input or encoder input.

i Communication bus  :
- FIPIO, UNI-TELWAY-Modbus, Interbus-S, Modbus Plus or AS-i communication bus.

i Customer specific card on request  :
- Software functions, example special cycle and servo control
- Hardware functions, example special inputs and outputs

Electromagnetic compatibility

EMC filters are integrated into all ATV-58 speed controllers. Incorporating filters into the speed controllers facilitates
machine installation and conformity for CE marking purposes at low cost.
They conform to the following standards : EN 61800-3/IEC 1800-3 for residential and industrial environments.
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Altivar 58

Presentation

Operator terminal

The Altivar 58 is fitted with a housing on the front panel for a plug-in operator terminal which can be supplied with the
speed controller or ordered separately. It can be used for :
- controlling, adjusting and configuring the speed controller
- visible remote signalling
- storing and downloading configurations
A “remote terminal” option enables it to be remotely mounted on the door of an enclosure IP 65 protected.

Display (backlit)

Flashing signal : indicates selected direction of
rotation

Steady signal : indicates direction of rotation of
motor

LOC Indicates terminal control mode

PROG Appears in installation and programming mode
Flashing signal : indicates modification of an
unstored value

4 digits visible at 5 m : display of numerical values and
codes

One line of 16 characters : plain text display of messages

Use of keys

Adjustment and configuration

Speed controller control

Programming terminal

The programming terminal can be used for the preparation, programming, installation and maintenance of the drive. It
can be used :
- for preparing and storing configuration/adjustment files (power supply via internal battery)
- connected to a PC to record and store configuration/adjustment files prepared on the PC using the PC interconnection
add-on
- connected to the speed controller to adjust and configure it or to load a previously prepared file.

6 lines of 20 characters

Reverse video to highlight lines, codes or values

Adjustment and configuration

Speed controller control

PC interconnection option

The PC interconnection option is used to link the Altivar or programming terminal with a PC microcomputer in a Microsoft
Windows version 3.1. or Windows 95 environment.
The connection is via a serial link using the terminal port and the microcomputer serial port.
The software performs all the programming terminal functions (speed controller configuration and adjustment, control,
signalling, etc) and in addition offers :
- copying and saving of configurations to diskette or hard disk
- copying and saving of configurations in the programming terminal using the PC, and vice versa
- paper print-out of the speed controller configuration
- assisted and guided operator dialogue in 5 languages in a Windows environment
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Characteristics (continued)

Electrical characteristics

Power supply Voltage V 200 - 10 % to 240 + 10 % single phase and 3-phase
380 - 10 % to 500 + 10 % 3-phase

Frequency Hz 50 ± 5 % or 60 ± 5 %

Output voltage Maximum voltage equal to mains voltage

Electrical isolation Electrical isolation between power and control (inputs, outputs, supplies)

Available internal supplies Protected against short-circuits and overloads
1 + 10 V ± 1 % supply for the reference potentiometer (1…10 kΩ), maximum current 10 mA
1 + 24 V supply (min 20 V, max 30 V) for control inputs, maximum current 200 mA

Analogue inputs AI 1 analogue voltage input AI1 : range 0-10 V, impedance 30 kΩ

1 analogue current input AI2 : range 0-20 mA, impedance 100 Ω (reassignable to X-Y mA by programming X
and Y, with a definition of 0.1 mA)

Frequency resolution in analogue reference : 0.1 Hz for 100 Hz (10 bits)
Accuracy ± 1%, linearity ± 0.5% of the maximum output frequency
Sampling time : 5 ms maximum
Other inputs : see option cards

Logic inputs LI 4 assignable logic inputs with impedance 3.5 kΩ, compatible with PLC level 1, standard IEC 65A-68
Maximum length of shielded cable : 100 m
Power supply + 24 V (min. 11 V, max. 30 V).
State 0 if < 5 V, state 1 if ≥ 11 V
Sampling time : 2 ms maximum
Other inputs : see option cards

Logic outputs 2 relay logic outputs for R1 (fault relay) and R2 (assignable)
1 C/O contact protected against overvoltages (relay R1)
1 N/O contact protected against overvoltages (relay R2)
Minimum switching capacity : 10 mA for a 24 V
Maximum switching capacity :
i on a resistive load (cos ϕ = 1) : 5 A for c 250 V or a 30 V
i on an inductive load (cos ϕ = 0.4 and L/R = 7 ms) : 1.5 A for c 250 V or a 30 V
Other outputs : see option cards

Communication RS 485 multidrop serial link with simplified Modbus protocol as part of the standard product.
Transmission speed : 19 200 bps, no parity
Use :
- connecting a terminal (option) or
- connecting a microprocessor card or
- connecting a PC (option) or
- connecting one or more PLCs

Acceleration and Shape of ramps can be selected : linear or S
deceleration ramps Preset in factory to 3 s

Possibility of 2 ranges of ramps which can be switched by frequency threshold or logic input
Can be adjusted separately from 0.05-0.1 to 999.9 s (definition to 0.1 s)
Automatic adaptation of the ramp times if the braking capacity is exceeded (configurable choice)

Braking to standstill By d.c. injection :
i by a signal on an assignable logic input
i automatically on stopping as soon as the frequency drops below 0.1 Hz, for a time adjustable from

0 to 30 s or alternately set - continuous

Main protection and safety features Short-circuit protection :
of the speed controller i between output phases

i between output phases and earth
i on the outputs of internal supplies
Thermal protection against excessive overheating and overcurrents
Mains undervoltage and overvoltage
Mains supply phase loss of phase (prevents single phase operation of 3-phase speed controllers)

Motor protection Thermal protection integrated in the speed controller by continuous calculation of I2 t taking the speed into account
i Saving of motor thermal state when speed controller is powered down
i Function can be modified using the terminal depending on type of motor cooling, force-cooled or self-cooled
Protection against motor loss of phase
Protection via PTC probes with option card

Insulation resistance to earth M Ω > 500 (electrical insulation)

Presentation :
pages 60131/2 to 60131/6
Operation :
pages 60131/10 and 60131/11
Dimensions, schemes :
pages 60134/2 to 60135/7
Functions :
pages 60133/2 to 60133/21
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Characteristics (continued)

Torque characteristics (typical curves)

The curves below define the available continuous torque and transient overtorque, either on a self-cooled or a force-
cooled motor. The only difference is in the ability of the motor to provide a high continuous torque at less than half nominal
speed.

1 Self-cooled motor : continuous useful torque (1)

2 Force-cooled motor : continuous useful torque

3 Transient overtorque

4 Torque in overspeed at constant power (2)

(1) For power ratings ≤ 250 W, derating is 20 % instead of 50 % at very low frequency.
(2) The nominal frequency of the motor and the maximum output frequency can be adjusted from 40 to 500 Hz.
Warning  : Ask the manufacturer for the mechanical overspeed capability of the selected motor.

Motor thermal protection

The Altivar 58 speed controller offers motor thermal protection which has been specially designed for the operation of
variable speed of self-cooled or force-cooled motors.

This motor thermal protection is intended for a maximum ambient temperature of 40 °C around the motor.

If the temperature around the motor exceeds 40 °C, direct external thermal protection must be provided via thermistor
probes integrated in the motor, using one of the option cards.
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Operation

Special uses

Power of the motor lower than the power of the speed controller

The Altivar 58 speed controller can supply any motor with a power level lower than that for which it is designed. This solves
the problem of applications requiring high levels of intermittent overtorque.
Examples : machines with very high starting torque, crushers, kneaders, etc.
Note  : In this case, we recommend oversizing the speed controller to one size above that of the motor. Example :
connecting an 11 kW motor to a 15 kW speed controller.

Power of the motor higher than the power of the speed controller

A motor with a power level higher than that of the speed controller can be used as long as the current drawn by the motor
is lower than or equal to the nominal current of the speed controller. This gives a self-cooled motor a greater speed range
in continuous operation.
Note  : Limit the power of the motor to one size above that of the speed controller.

Example : connecting a 2.2 kW speed controller to a 3 kW
motor (the 3 kW motor is to be used as a 2.2 kW motor
with a speed range of 10 to 50 Hz).

1 Continuous motor torque
Example : 2.2 kW
Motor power = speed controller power

2 Continuous motor torque
Example : 2.2 kW
Motor power > speed controller power

3 2.2 kW speed controller : nominal current

Connecting motors in parallel

The nominal current of the speed controller must be higher
than or equal to the sum of the currents of the motors which
are to be controlled.
In this case, external thermal protection must be provided
for each motor via probes or thermal overload relays. If the
number of motors connected in parallel is ≥ 3, it is
recommended that an output filter is installed between the
speed controller and the motors, or that the switching
frequency is reduced.

Determining the speed controller rating :
Speed controller In > In1 + In2 + …Inx.

When using several motors in parallel, there are two possibilities :
- the motors have equivalent power ratings : in this case the torque performance levels remain optimised after the speed
controller has been adjusted,
- the motors have different power ratings : in this case the speed controller adjustment is incompatible with motors with
lower power ratings and the low speed overtorque is considerably reduced.

Using a motor at overspeed

The maximum output frequency of the speed controller can be adjusted from 40 to 500 Hz.
Before using a standard asynchronous motor at overspeed, ask the manufacturer for the mechanical overspeed
capabilities of the selected motor.

Above its nominal speed corresponding to a frequency of
50/60 Hz, the motor runs with decreasing flux and its torque
decreases considerably (see curve opposite).
The application must function at reduced torque operation
at very high speed.

1 Machine torque (decreasing torque)

2 Machine torque (low driving torque)

3 Continuous motor torque

Typical applications  : woodworking machines, increasing the operational speed range of lightly loaded motors.
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Operation (continued)

Specific uses (continued)

Using a motor at constant torque up to 87/104 Hz

A 400 V, 50 Hz motor with a connection can be used at constant torque up to 87 Hz with a ∆ connection.
In this special case, the initial power of the motor and the power of the first connected speed controller are multiplied by
√3 (a speed controller of suitable power must therefore be selected).

Example : a 2.2 kW, 50 Hz motor with a connection supplies a power of 3.8 kW at 87 Hz with a ∆ connection.
(establish the overspeed capabilities of the motor).

Using special motors

i Special motor-brake units : tapered rotor.
The motor magnetic field releases the brake. This operation with the Altivar 58 speed controller requires adjustment
of the low frequency voltage.
Note  : the no-load current can be high but operation at low speed may only be intermittent.

i Synchronised synchronous or asynchronous motors.
These motors have a low level of self-inductance and require chokes fitted in series. The low speed torque remains
limited. Special adjustments are required (suppression of slip compensation, adjustment of motor power supply ratio).

i Asynchronous motors with resistant rotor.
The high slip level of these motors limits the low speed torque. Special adjustments are required (adjustment of slip
compensation and motor power supply ratio).

i Special high speed motors.
These motors are designed for constant torque applications with high frequency ranges : 0 to 200/500 Hz. In certain
cases an output filter is required between the speed controller and the motor.

Switching the motor on the speed controller output

Switching is possible with the speed controller locked or unlocked. When switching on-the-fly (speed controller unlocked),
the motor is controlled and accelerates smoothly up to the reference speed in accordance with the acceleration ramp.
This application requires that “flying restart” is configured and “motor phase failure” protection is disabled.

Example : breaking of the downstream contactor.

t1 : deceleration without ramp (freewheel)
t2 : acceleration with ramp

Typical applications : safety break on speed controller output, bypass function, switching of motors connected in
parallel.

Operation with intermittent cycle and 8 to 16 kHz switching

It is possible to operate with a switching frequency of 8 to 16 kHz with no derating of power if the operating conditions
are intermittent and within the following limits :
Cumulative running time 36 s max per 60 s cycle (load factor 60 %).
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